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Article 8

. university is to mean a public serv
ice institute, then the university has
become a different thing, which may
have its own uses but assuredly is
no longer a university." 14

In brief, it is my feeling that the
Catholic medical schools in the
United States have in ,the past strug
gled valiantly with the twin prob
lems of delayed academic emergence
of their parent Catholic universities
and inadequate financial support.
However, there is real evidence of a
healthy change in a number of our
Cathol,ic schools.

Through ,their past contribution
toward training physicians for the
nation, their increasing role in bio
logical research and for their efforts
to place emphasis on the moral, eth
ical and spiritual values in the world
of medicine, I believe that the Cath
olic medical schools, in spite of
handicaps, have done themselves
truly proud. At a time when biology
and medicine are undergoing the
most remarkable development in
history and when the perennial
search of man for absolutes is inten
sifying, I think their potential im
portance is unquestionably greater
than ever before.

To ask whether we need Catholic
medical schools is, in a sense, equi
valent ·to asking whether we need
private medical schools. If we are
content to delegate to state and
national legislatures the complete
authority to formulate the standard
of what the physician shall be, then
14

Flexner, A.: Universities - American,
English, German. Oxford University
Press, 1930.
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we do not need prim schools. It
is evident however fr a numh!r
of private universities the country
- and the communiti · which sup·
port them - are cor. ·itting large
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Answers to the question of the
need for Catholic medical schools
differ. Harassed university presi
dents, frustrated d-eans, ambitious
department chairmen, impecunious
faculty, tuition-poor parents and
status conscious students reply briefly
or expound at length, not neces
sarily proportionate ·to the thought
they have given the subject. History
and tradition are invoked. The
value of ,atmosphere and hope of
transmitting virtue by proximity or
by a tahle of organization that in
cludes a religious, the fear of secularism, the vanity that- we are just
as good as "they," the taint of smug
ness that we are unique when we
advocate ethical practice and high
moral standards and emphasize the
true worth of the individual,
the
� of small Catholic hospitals
1118t could not be staffed were
it not
for the kind of physician (?) grad
u
by �atholic medical schools,
.
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Running through the�f' answers is
the recurring -theme of some kind of
moral obligation to have Catholic
medical schools. It is implied that
there is a moral medical science, and
that in order to know it and teach it
Catholic medical education is neces
sary. It would seem more appro
priate to consider medical science as
correct or incorrect. Correct medical
science will not propose illicit con
duct, but the valid'ty of our moral
·
judgments cannot be based solely on
our current scientific understanding.
Physicians and patients insofar as
they are capable of human acts,
i.e., those proceeding from deliberate
reason and free will, are the deter
minates of the morality of what is
done. It is people who are moral,
not medical science and the norms
of morality must come from outside
the medical school, from philosophy
and theology and the Church.

This distinction is important. U
we have an obligation to have medi
cal schools, then we must simply do
the best we can with what we have.
If we are exercising a right that is
not a strict obligation, then justice
demands that we fulfill all the re
quirements of quality medical edu
cation.1 I am not at all sure that
we have a clear view of this respon 1 Objectives of Catholic Physicians and
Catholic Hospitals. John J. Flanagan,
5.J. LINACRE QUARTERLY, 32:109-112,
1965.
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sibility to quality, and glossing over
our defects with the idea that we are
obliging a moral need is a confusion
of ends and means that ill suits us.
Is our curriculum really unique?2
At least in one school only 0.51 % of
the curriculum hours for four years
of medical school is devoted to medi
cal ethics. This, plus a student re
treat each year, are requirements
that could easily be met anywhere.
Even if one were to grant the possi
bility of achievement by osmosis in
the milieu of the university, the site
of medical education is sufficiently
remote from the university to doom
the student to spiritual starvation if
the aura of sanctity is the only
source of such nourishment. Then
there are the four or more years of
post-graduate work for which we
also have responsibility, with even
less offered that is uniquely Catholic.
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4 Constitution on :,i,, Church, the ��
Page 36, parp c
Vatican Coun(;•I
e,
National Cati ,.. ,c Welfare Co�i�:o�
1312 Massachu·. :;_; Avenue, Wa
D. C., 1964.
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Theoretically, Catholic medical
schools witness that the Church
considers the pursuit of (scientific)
truth and its communication to
others as worthwhile activities.3
Practically, it is discouraging to dis
cern among graduates of Catholic
as well as non-Catholic schools a
sizable physician population, hos
tile, fearful and scornful of educators
and research scientists in general. It
is a mystery that Catholic medical
schools and Catholic hospitals con
tinue to pursue their altruistic, di
vergent ways. This distrust and lack
of mutual goals among the Catholics
The Need for Catholic Medical Schools.
Richard L. Egan, M.D. LINACRE QuAR
TERLY, 32:48-49, 1965.
3 Why a Catholic Medical School? Rev.
E. J. Drummo11d, S.J. LINACRE QuAR
TERLY, 32:294-297, 1965.

. !I
achieved by viewing football movies
at a Holy Name communion break
fast The preservation of the faith
is the concern of the Church and all
of us who individually make up the
Church regardless of where we are.
Grace is mediated -through the sacra
ments, not through medical science.

A medical school to justify its dis
tinction as Catholic must have a
faculty distinguished for its learning,
and must have among its objectives
the education of physicians who will
distinguish themselves by their skill
in the practice of medicine. Witness
ing through technical perfection is

newly commanded. If this kind of
medical school is a worthwhile ob
jective justified by community needs,
then it must become tfw concern of
the Church to brinr- ,ihout to this
end more cooperati;r, efforts of its
d,iverse members than has hcen the
rule. We must not engagi- in ac
tivities in the name of the Church in
a way that will disparage her. If
professional excellence is not a suit
able primary goal, then medical
education should be abandoned by
Catholic universities since the whole
process can be accomplished more
cheaply and more effectively else
where.
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